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If I were in summary my entire publication in one word it would be "Ferrari." The trick to
exceptional health-the answer-is to take care of your body as if you would treat a Ferrari. So
consider, "Do I deal with my body like a Ferrari or a Pinto? If you take the same care of your body
as you'll a Ferrari-using just the very best fuel and frequently acquiring it to the best mechanic for
maintenance-your body will provide you with ten times everything you put into it, for the duration
of your life. It really is exotic, fast, agile and beautiful. A Ferrari is the archetype of a sports
vehicle, probably the most exact and high performance machines available."
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Continuous improvement, and respect for yourself. This isn't a book about dieting, or slimming
down, or spending all your amount of time in a gym lifting weights. People who wish to
accomplish all those things curently have plenty of books about that. In lean manufacturing,
every single day you make an effort to make some small improvement to your procedures or
actions/behaviors. I've never really had success at losing weight until I examine Paul's book Lean
Wellness..the people who wish to look good and feel great, but haven't found the "spark" needed
to ignite change. I've noticed a marked difference in people who have made this sort of paradigm
shift in how they watch their body, achieve lasting results in enhancing their health levels versus
those who haven't used this mindset and continue to struggle with poor food options and
inconsistent exercise sessions. This reserve takes the concepts that make "lean manufacturing"
so effective and helps you apply them to getting yourself healthy. This is a publication for
ordinary people. Today, Paul Akers doesn't claim to be always a dietician, but his insufficient
compassion is a little jarring in someone therefore very ideal...you break things into their
simplest form and seek to boost them at their most elementary level. Over another year I could
easily reach my goal weight, this means losing yet another 30 pounds. Paul didn't awaken 1 day
and make substantial adjustments to his routine, exercise and diet.!. His no-nonsense approach
to weight loss and healthy lifestyle are spot on.both to his behavior also to his perspectives. That
is one of the things I loved concerning this approach. Have come back again to reread. Healthy,
Paul.. I have dropped eight pounds in last couple of weeks, and I understand I will be back again
to my original excess weight and I'll sustain it.Thank you Paul for adding years to my life, and for
the product quality in those years ahead! Miracles do happen Quit smoking 40 years back and
gained 25 pounds until We browse Paul's new book..and for the most part, we know what needs
to be completed. What we lack the motivation necessary to make the adjustments permanent. In
"Lean Health", Paul shared the inspiration that fueled his switch, in fact it is really cool. I love the
idea of being truly a Ferrari. I Hate Cheerleaders.. If you are looking to improve your wellbeing, I
highly recommend it. Paul Akers is 55. There is NOTHING within the way of expert assistance for
anybody with food allergies, migraines triggered by Paul's preferred foods, diabetes, joint harm,
or any other medical problem.. In his publication Paul truthfully and comprehensively lays out his
weight loss journey. It is logical, detailed, and most of all it is simple to follow! Paul provides
given me a clear weight loss way to walk, with the purpose of improving my life and being
healthful. If you follow the road it works! Okay. For the reason that time I could have lost 30
pounds but I've wandered off the road occasionally. This just reconfirms if you ask me that Lean
Health works!The miracle is that through Paul I now know the path I have to walk. Awesome
book!I already feel like someone different than We was before I read Lean Health. Lean health is
the same factor. This won't be hard or a stretch out. I just simply have to walk down the road of
Lean Health.Most all of us understand that we ought to eat better, exercise more and get more
rest.With Appreciation,Glenn BostockCEOSnapCab Simple, doable tips forever! My goals are
easily achievable and I'm equipped with the data and tools for weight loss achievement. Paul is
so inspirational.. His tips are simple and doable. I really like everything he puts out. All his books
have great suggestions that improve my life bit by little bit. Thank you Paul! Keep them arriving!
He got there through many small incremental changes. It resonates with me. quick read! I need
not turn into a different person tomorrow. I like his attitude that he should always end up being
striving for excellence. Excellent book I learned so much in this publication..I just need to take a
step in that direction, each day, and every day thereafter. Paul's message is quite effective and
can inspire you to live a wholesome life. Many thanks Paul.Norman Bodek Inspiring & Video
game changer for me. Quick read! Very inspiring! I would recommend this book to all or any my



friends if they ask about my weight loss. Lean Health Great info! Five Stars Shows how lean
principles can help your health Get Lean Health! This book is a home run!. Awesome
transformation Paul Akers! Lean Health is a quick, inspirational, and motivational examine. Paul
keeps it simple and will not overcomplicate stuff. I have already been a health and fitness coach
for approximately six years today.Lean manufacturing is an amazing philosophy and method of
building things. What I like the most concerning this reserve is certainly that Paul Akers gets to
the center of the matter, which is what sort of person sights their body (are they a Ferrari or a
Ford Pinto) and what they energy it with (nourishment) and how they keep (exercise) it. My goals
are easily achievable and I'm equipped with the data and tools .Previously two months I've lost
over 20 pounds. To begin with, if you are looking for a simple, effective, doable way to obtain lean
and improve your wellbeing, you should go ahead and buy this book. Buy the book, stop over
considering it, do what it says and be done with it. Therefore, why did I only give this reserve
three celebrities? I hated the rah-rah, I'm wealthy and amazing and heathy tone. The no-excuses, I
under no circumstances eat processed meals because I'm just so darned smart attitude made
me desire to puke.. I'm glad you found a socially acceptable way to channel your ADHD, however,
many people have genuine medical issues, no, seriously, true, unstoppable, un-changeable,
genetic structured, things be busted inside, health problems, or family issues, or money
conditions that get this to program problematic. I'm 55. You don't bite off more than you can
chew. When you can accept the book to be written by a new disciple and fruit, vegetable, fish and
chicken eating convert, well, you will for sure get your money's well worth. Get ready, get Lean
Finally, a straightforward explanation and clear path to achieving the health you desire.
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